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people are funny let anyone whom they distrust present
a new concept not yet provable and they will immediately re-
ject it as false and fraudulent then let someone who is re-
spected say the same thing and the response will be positive
A good example of this unfortunate facet of human nature
can be seen inin the reactions of both general and scholarly
circles to claims made by two different men concerning the
nature and origin of ancient writing inin the americas

in 1830 joseph smith stated that the ancient inhabitants
of the western hemisphere were of hebrew origin and that
they had left a number of metallic plates inscribed with their
language a language which helieiteiye was able to translate by the
power of god this claim was considered by most to be purely
nonsensical not only because of disbelief concerning the os-
tensible source of these materials but also because it didndian t
happen to fall within the pale of current archaeological
opinion scientists of the time insisted that the ancient peoples
of north and south america were not of hebrew origin did
not leave a written language and if they had would certainly
not have left it on metal plates

since that time a number of artifacts have been discovered
which seem to substantiate joseph smithsinith s claim but peo-
ple have rather steadfastly refused to accept these artifacts
as proof of the existence of literacy among the pre columbian
americans recently however dr cyrus H gordon of

dr Cheescheesmannian assoclassoilassociateate professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university and director of the book of mormon institute has spent many
years searching for artifacts in central and south american ruinsruins this article
is based on that research
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fig I11 one of the kinderhookKinder hookhooL illinois plates
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brandeis university said that people possibly of jewish
origin may have made transoceanic voyages and landed in
america one thousand years before columbus leaving evi-
dence of their existence on an inscribed stone which was dis-
covered recently in tennessee and named appropriately
enough the tennessee stone 1 although somewhat less assured
in his contention than was joseph smith over a hundred years
earlier dr gordon seems to have said essentially the same
thing the only apparent difference lies in the public and
scholarly responses to the idea as dr gordon s supposition
unlike joseph smith s was greeted with interestandinterinterestestandand belief

after approximately 140 years public and scholarly
opinion are finally beginning to concede the possibility that
writing did indeed exist among the ancient americans while
I1 have been waiting for this shift to occur among those who
don t have the Mornmornionsmormonscormonsionslons

I1 axe to grind I1 have been collecting
every available evidence to support myiny belief in the existence
of such writing my own findings and the findings of others
not only establish the fact that writing did exist in ancient
america but they also indicate that metal plates were fre-
quently used as a medium for thistin s writing and that the writings
themselves often denote old world specifically hebrew
origins

although the existence of writing inin the eastern hemi-
sphere has been traced as far back as 3000 BC claims for
the existence of writing inin ancient america began so far as
we know with joseph smith inin 1830 for the most part
archaeologists in america have found it necessary to rely on
non written artifacts in order to reconstruct the family life
government and religious beliefs of the ancestors of the ameri-
can indian the only other sources of information concerning
these people have been the writings of the early spanish
chroniclers and the observations of indians who upon becom-
ing literate recorded the oral traditions and legends of their
fathers

joseph smith s 1830 declaration then was archaeologicallyarchaeologically
significant not only for the american continent where it was
assumed that no ancient written language existed but also for
the entire world because ancient writings had never before
been found on metal plates since that time however hun

san diego union monday 9 october 1970
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fig 2 one of the arizona tablets fig 4 the metcalf stone

fiafigflafi 3 newspaper rodrock near monticello utah
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dredsdeeds of examples of writing on metal plates have been dis-
covered 2 in addition writings in various forms linear sym-
bols glyphsglyphis alphabet picture have been found in all parts
of america on a variety of mediums ranging from stone tablets
to crude forms of paper

As early as 1842 nine men signed an affidavit which at-
tested to the discovery of six bell shaped metal plates with
writing on them at kinderhook illinois 3 these have conse-
quently been called the kinderhook plates see fig 1

A pamphlet written and distributed inin 1878 declared the
authenticity of the cincinnati tablet a tablet found in
1841 containing some pictoglyphic symbols it is five inches
long three inches wide and about one half inch thick 4

in 1952 the arizona state museum acquired two quarter
inch thick slabs of very hard quartzitic sandstone which had
peculiar signs carved on their surfaces both stones were found
at a ruin on the south side of the animas river opposite the
settlement of flora vista new mexico and both appear to
have come from a cave site rather than from an open area
the find was made before 1910 and the slabs themselves
have been dated at approximately 1100 AD based on an
association analysis with potsherdspotsherds they are still housed in
the arizona state museum where I1 saw them the writing on
the tablets is a picture and glyph combination which interest-
ingly enough includes a pictographic elephant see fig 2

pictoglyphs and petroglyphspetroglyphy are pictorial symbols which
record certain events and provide another method of communi-
cation examples of this form of writing are found throughout
the southwestern united states many interpretations of the
symbols are available however no key exists which provides
exact definitions for all these colorful character glyph writings

see fig 3

besides numerous finds in the southwest a number of
other artifacts have been unearthed in areas as widely diverse
as michigan and the southern states in 1966 for instance

scurtis wright metallic documents of antiquity BYU studies 10
summer 19704571970 457 see also footnote of wright s article which refers to hugh

nibley since cumorah p 251 and helen mcclee inscriptions in the classi-
cal collection bulletin of the metropolitan museum of art 19 19241671924167

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saintssalnis
ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book co 1949 5372775372 77

robert clarke the prehistoricpre historic remains cincinnati 1876
manuscripts 21 summer 1969
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mr manfred metcalf discovered a stone inin georgia which
was called to the attention of the columbus museum of arts
and crafts mr mahan of the museum worked on the met-
calf stone and concluded that the inscriptions were produced
by the yuchi indians who maintained oral legends which
implied a transoceanic origin mahan s research placed the
arrival of the yuchi tribe from the mediterranean near the
middle of the second milleniummillennium BC see fig 4 dr cyrus
gordon joined the metcalf stone researchers and concurred
with mahan s theory about a possible connection between
the inscriptions on the stone and the aegean linear script
dr gordon made further news recently by expressing the
bold opinion that the phoeniciansPhoenicians had at one time landed in
brazil and left inscriptions on what is now called the parahybaParahyba
stone 6

other areas of the south have been fruitful inin producing
written artifacts of pre columbian america stephen peet
for example has reported the finding of hieroglyphics on tab-
lets near the banks of the mississippi river as well as the
discovery of picture writing in tennessee in the 1890s 7 recent
publicity has been given to the bat creek stone also found in
tennessee london county this engraved stone was dis-
covered in 1885 during a smithsonian mound exploration
program under the direction of professor cyrus thomas the
recent publicity was due to the fact that the irrepressible dr
gordon examined this stone as well and suggested that the
inscription was made between 70 AD and 135 AD and that
the language on the stone could be linked with the roman
empire during the first and second centuries AD 8 see fig
5

other southern artifacts include the grave creek and wil-
son tablets located in west virginia which have long been
controversial objects and which contain characters considered
to be phoenician libyan celtibericceltiberiaCeltiberic and runic 9

the northern united states has likewise contributed evi-
dence in support of pre columbian written language theories

cyrus H gordon before columbus new york crown publishers inc
1971 ppap 11927119 27

stephen peet prehistoric amerlamericaca 2 vols chicago office of the ameri-
can antiqantiaantiquarianuarianaarian 1892 14445144 45 374574

science 2 may 1971141619711416197114 16

western reserve historical society tracts 9 february 1872
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at neward ohio a man by the name of wyrick discovered
two stones which were covered with old hebrew inscriptions
and M E cornell has published an undated manuscript at
battle creek michigan which contains several drawings of
caskets and tablets found in the vicinity of wyman michigan
many of these objects have inscriptions on them 10 in addition
the january 1969 edition of science digest reports the finding
of runic messages on stones discovered in kensington minne-
sota poteau oklahoma bourne massachusetts and the prov-
ince of nova scotia

this impressive not to say convincing catalog of north
american finds may be equalledequal led if not surpassed by a similar
listing of artifacts uncovered inin central and south america
hieroglyphics cut into stone were part of the mayan culture
and inscriptions on the lintelslinkels of buildings in chichen itza
as well as the tablets at palenque and the stelae or stone
slabs of tikal explain certain calendrical and astronomical
hieroglyphics see figs 6 7 and 8

recently a roller stamp from tlatilco mexico was found
bearing clay designs which formed three registers with se-
quences of arbitrary symbols that could very well have been
part of a writing system among the ancestors of the american
indian specifically of the olmecolmed culture see fig 9 11

in 1968 1I was viewing a private pre columbian artifact
collection in lima peru hanging on the wall was a thin gold
plaque that bore an interesting embossed design which upon
closer observation revealed eight distinct symbols this plate
has sincesince been examined by several experts throughout the
united states and has undergone neutron xrayX ray and specto
graphic analysis to determine its coincorncompositionposition it was found
to be ninety percent gold although some have labeled this
plate a fake others are less skeptical and studies to determine
its authenticity continue A comparison of the markings from
this plate with certain characters from an ancient old world
text the cupritecypriteCyprite taken from a study by luige palma cresnolachesnolaCresnola
reveals striking similarities see fig 10

in january of 1970 1I learned of the existence of seven
inscribed metal plates belonging to a catholic priest in ecuaacua

J ralston skinner key to the hebrew egyptian mystery inin the sources
of measures p 55

SEHA nehsNewsnewsletterleller 1120
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fig 5 the tennessee stone
fig 6 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a lintel of a

nunnery at chichen itza mexico

fig 7 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a stone at tikal guatemala

ag1g 8 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a stone in guatemala
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dor who for many years has been collecting artifacts from
indians inin surrounding areas I1 visited this gentleman shortly
after and secured photographs of the plates six of copper and
one of an alloy of copper gold and zinc or tin see fig 11

tests and analyses to establish the authenticity or invalidity
of these plates will take many months or even years but the
prospects at this point are encouraging

on 17 may 1960 a UPI report released by the colombian
anthropology commission printed in the cuban newspaper
information stated that hebrew and chinese letter characters
had been found in the la macarena mountain range ten
years later the miami herald reported the finding of mayan
like hieroglyphics in a cave on the dutch antilles island of
bonaire

paper was also a notable medium for writing in ancient
america montezuma reportedly kept his revenue records on
books which were made of a type of paper called amati and
the toltecs mixtecs zapotecszapoteco and totonacototonacsTotonacs were also known
to have had paper and writing 12

furthermore a type of paper has been found and dated
back to the pre columbian period of mexican history it is

currently on display in the anthropological museum in mexico
city in 1968 thomas stuart ferguson discovered a scroll of
paperlike material with inked characters inscribed on it in
his book the first americans nd G H S bushnell dis-
cusses the findings of manuscripts painted on barkclothbarmclothbarkcloth which
was then sized with lime and screen folded these manuscripts
are called codices and contain bar and dot numerals and other
glyphsglyphis the various codices on display in major museums
have been declared to be a very stylized form of writing and
certain pictographic representations in the new world codex
vaticanusVaticanus one of the remaining new world manuscripts
have been interpreted to include the characters of adam and
eve cain abel and a serpent see fig 12

perhaps the most interesting discoveries in the search for
pre columbian writings have been the inscriptions on bowls
found near guadalajara mexico see fig 13 and the
artifacts found inin peru which depict mochica couriers carrying
small sacks apparently containing incised lima beans painted

12vivictorctoractor wolfgang von hagen the ancient sun kingdoms of the ameriameramezamerl t
cas new york world publishing co 1961 p 38
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a b
fig 9 cylinder seal from tlatilco mexico

fig 10 A peruvian gold plate fig I111I1 A copper plate from equador
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fig 13 A bowl found near Guadalguadalajaraaara mexico

fig 12 A drawing of a pictograph glyph inin the codex

with strange markings other painted pottery portrays men
studying such beans it is supposed that these persons were
decoders and that the markings were some form of communi-
cation

As the results of this study have indicated scholars were
apparently too hasty in claiming that there was no writing
among the ancient inhabitants of the new world as they
were equally hasty in scoffing at the idea of possible hebraic
origins and the use of metal as an instrument for the preser-
vation of written language consequently joseph smith s

account of reading inscriptions on golden plates does not
sound so farfetched today as it did many years ago


